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“We know that plans and strategies are not enough. We are
called to personal and collective conversion so that all Marists
may become true disciples, and our communities may be beacons of light and the Marian face of the Church in the midst of
the world”
(Message of the XXII Marist General Chapter, 2017).

Any major project draws on a variety of
resources to meet its objectives: material,
financial, technological, and human.
Our Marist mission is currently a precious
response to the reality of the world; like a
leafy tree, it is a project with deep roots
(our charism, our history) and beautiful
foliage (countless testimonies of life and
dignity). From our option for life as beacons of light and hope, we value the resources we have and we optimize them.
Marcellin Champagnat, a practical man,
taught us the good use of material and
financial resources; La Valla, the Hermitage and his administrative management
are examples of this. The 6th message of
the International Mission Commission
(“Sustainability of the Marist Mission”)1 expands on this point. Both the 3rd and 5th
Messages of the Commission (“The Innovative Marist Mission in Our Educational
Works”2 and “Called & Committed to Net1 CIMM (July 2021). Sustainability of the Marist
Mission. Retrieved from https://champagnat.org/
es/sostenibilidad-de-la-mision-marista-vi-mensaje-de-la-comision-internacional-de-mision-marista/
2 Idem (March 2021). The innovative Marist mission
in our educational works. Retrieved from https://champagnat.org/es/la-innovadora-mision-marista-en-nues-
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working”, respectively)3 elaborate on the value of the technological resources
which are available to us.
But, without a doubt, our founder taught us with his own life that the most
important wealth of our global family is the human capital; this capital is
you, me, and thousands of people who, like us, are alive with the Marist mission in the here and now. We feel called individually by name, as Jesus did with
his disciples4 and we update the voice of Marcellin to respond to such a great
work: “We need brothers!” The strength of the Institute lies in the potential
of those of us who are Marists of Champagnat.
The Social Doctrine of the Church clearly prioritizes the person over every
other element: “Human work not only proceeds from the person but is also essentially ordered and finalized to him. Regardless of its objective content, work
must be oriented towards the subject who performs it, because the purpose of
work, of any work, is always the person. [...] (Therefore) it is possible to affirm
that work is for the person man and not the person for work”.5
Thus, every person who brings life as a Marist is part of our human talent-from the leaders at any level to those who work quietly and behind the scenes...
on behalf of the Institute to all these people, thank you!
1. WE ARE TRULY FAMILY
Our sense of fraternity results in a true care for human talent, regardless of
the different realities where Marist life exists. We recognize that processes can
always be improved, and this awareness encourages us to maintain our respect
for each person and our option for their development.
We have many initial and ongoing formation programs for different functions
and responsibilities; these plans are adapted to the different needs, realities, or
particular contexts. In a sensitive way, the formation of leadership has an
integral character, attending to the accompaniment of the leader in a variety
of areas: an understanding of one’s personal vocation, the Marist charism, the
psychological, affective, and spiritual development of leadership, as well as the
tras-obras-educativas-mensaje-de-la-comision-internacional-de-mision-marista/
3 Idem (May 2021). Called and committed to networking. Retrieved from https://champagnat.org/es/v-mensaje-de-la-comision-internacional-de-mision-marista/
4 (cf. Jn. 1:35-51) Jesus calls his disciples.
5 Catholic Church and Pontifical Council for Justice and Peace (2006). Compendium of the Social Doctrine of the Church, 272. Retrieved from https://www.vatican.va/roman_curia/pontifical_councils/
justpeace/documents/rc_pc_justpeace_doc_20060526_compendio-dott-soc_sp.html#Las%20relaciones%20entre%20trabajo%20y%20capital
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educational and professional development of the person.
The management of our ministries is increasingly professional, ensuring
truly integrated processes. This management considers the value of each person,
which is evident in the defense of rights, in the development of competencies
and in the constant reflection in line with improvement.
In labor and civil matters, our works have sought to preserve jobs even in times
of pandemic, to offer fair and equitable treatment and to ensure stability,
all for the benefit of those of us who have shared and continue to share their
human potential for the sake of the Marist mission.
2. WITH A PARTICULAR STAMP
Although there are various groups with the sensitivity to care for the people
who are part of them, we Marists live this reality with our own unique “mark”
or “stamp” such as:
• A delicate, attentive, continuous accompaniment; with increasingly systematic and professional processes, with the refinement of a personal relationship;
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• Living the charism together from different life options, fundamentally
as laity and consecrated persons;
• Strengthening leadership as a service6 and increasingly shared;
• With an international, intercultural, diverse, and inspiring face;
• Multiplying spaces for listening and dialogue: assemblies, life groups,
networks, meetings, and many other formal and informal ones.
3. THE CARE OF THE PERSON
“In Christ, image of the invisible God, [humans] have been created ‘in the image and likeness’ of the Creator. [...] The divinze image is present in every man
[and woman]”7 We are aware that every person is worthy of respect and must
be cared for as a person, regardless of the role he or she plays in the organization.
CIMM (February 2021) (cf. the 2nd message of the CIMM: Leadership and our mission. Retrieved
from https://champagnat.org/es/el-liderazgo-y-nuestra-mision-marista-mensaje-de-la-comision-internacional-de-la-mision/
7
Catechism of the Catholic Church (1992). Part Three, Life in Christ. Article 1: Man, image of God. 1701
y 1702. Retrieved from https://www.vatican.va/archive/catechism_sp/p3s1c1a1_sp.html
6
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As such, we are grateful for the many successes we have achieved in this regard
and recognize our areas of opportunity. Specifically, we mention some important aspects:
• In the Marist family, every person should feel welcomed and integrated
from the first contact. From that moment on, the basis of the relationship
will be respect and effective communication, which will allow us to establish the appropriate channels for interaction.
• Each person lives different conditions: their family environment, age, economic situation, emotional processes, health, and others. It is necessary to
dialogue and attend to these conditions to facilitate their integration in the
Marist project. It is also very valuable to accompany, with prudence, their
spiritual experience and interiority.
• In labor relations, it is essential to clearly present the expected competencies
and objectives in order to evaluate job performances accurately. Finally, continuous accompaniment and different support networks should be provided
to strengthen the person’s commitment to the institutional project.
4. PROFESSIONALIZATION, A PERMANENT TASK
Our choice in favor of human potential entails the responsibility to evaluate
our processes in line with continuous improvement. This means having increasingly clear structures and strong leadership, supported by adequate training paths and precise indicators for these paths.
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In terms of structures, it is necessary to define the strategic frameworks, profiles,
competencies, functions, and agendas, from a global vision and with the necessary details for local contexts.
Regarding leadership, it is advisable to identify talent and its potential, as well
as to develop the necessary itineraries (orientation, training and updating) to
optimize this leadership potential correctly. And in line with the desired talent,
the key performance indicators (such as profiles, responsibilities, functions,
etc.) need to be articulated which allow for an objective evaluation.
5. THE PATH IS MADE BY WALKING...
We have life! But the future always opens up new challenges, new horizons, new
possibilities. In the face of caring for human potential, we hear voices inviting
us to keep our feet firmly on the ground:
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• To deepen and share the diverse richness that gives us the experience of
Brothers and lay people, in as many latitudes as there are Marist presences
in the world;
• To broaden the spaces for dialogue and listening, as well as more participatory processes of co-responsibility and commitment;
• To maintain the attention and care of every person;
• To strengthen our training and professionalization programs to ensure
adequate and harmonious leadership.
• To develop joint initiatives: provincial, regional, and global, with an integrative approach.
We travel this road not alone, but as a community. According to the Calls
of the XXII General Chapter and echoing the 1st Message of the International
Mission Commission (regarding the pandemic and our mission)8 : Let us journey together as a global family!
As Marists of Champagnat, we deserve no less.
Br. Rodrigo Espinosa Larracoechea
On behalf of the International Marist Mission Commission

Idem (December 2020). The pandemic and our Marist mission. Retrieved from https://champagnat.org/
es/carta-de-la-comision-internacional-de-mision-marista-la-pandemia-y-nuestra-mision-marista/
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If you wish to share your ideas, reflections or experiences with the
Commission as a result of these messages, you can write to the
email fms.cimm@fms.it
ISBN: 979-12-80249-13-5
*The members of the Commission are: Luis Carlos Gutiérrez Blanco (GV), Ben Consigli (GC),
Ken McDonald (GC), Ángel Diego García Otaola, Francis Lukong, Carlos Alberto Rojas Carvajal,
José Libardo Garzón Duque, Gregorio Linacero, Okolo Mark Omede, Valdícer Civa Fachi, Alberto
G. Aparicio, Francis Jumbe, Frank Malloy, Rodrigo Espinosa, Manuir Mentges, Christophe Schietse, María del Socorro Álvarez, Farancis Rahmat and Kevin Wanden.
Invited people: Claudia Patricia Forero Rodriguez, Darren Burge, Gustavo Henrique Loesch,
Marcelo Carlos Fabián De Brito, Melesio Tiscareno, Pedro Herreros Valenzuela, Peter Rodney,
Samuel Holguín Díez.
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